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O d d Year wins the 81st Nykerk C u p
Alex Bellca
Campus Co-Editor

After three hours of intense,
yet good-spirited competition, the
freshman class of 2019 emerged
victorious in the 81st Nykerk Cup
Competition on Saturday, Oct.
30.
Each year, Nykerk pits fresh
men and sophomore Hope Col
lege women against each other in
three categories of competition:
play, oration and song. This year,
over 400 students participated in
the highly ritualized event.
The evening began with the
freshmen play entitled “Ring by
Fall,” which chronicled a hap
less freshman’s search for her
mother’s class ring that was mali
ciously stolen by a cunning black
squirrel. As the title suggests,
playgirls made plentiful use of
“Hope-isms” such as, “ring by
spring,” that successfully kept the
crowd laughing throughout.
Next came the emotional
2018 oratory speech by Gianna
Ramirez (’18), which explored
the author’s love of stories and
their importance to her life.

VICTORY FOR THE F R E S H M E N — Left, s h o w s the 2 0 1 9 S o n g Girls performing “Accidentally In Love.” Right, the Class of
2 0 1 9 hoists the Nykerk C u p while celebrating their victory after the nearly three hour long event.
Freshmen Song surely im and props that even included a
pressed the audience with their snowball fight.
rendition of “Accidentally in
After a short intermission, the
Love” by Counting Crows as the festivities continued with 2018
final act before intermission. As Play loosely based on the clas
always, the performers did their sic Peanuts cartoon, “It’s the
best to w o w the audience through Great Pumpkin Charlie Brown.”
the use of creative hand gestures However, this version was set on

Hope’s campus and filled with and overcoming one’s doubts
clever Hope-themed jokes that through the use of an elaborate
kept the audience giggling.
and captivating metaphor.
Selena Quintanilla’s(’19) Ora
Last but not least. Even Year
tion entitled “A Timeless Burn Song concluded the evening with
ing” provided a somber follow up their medley called “Women of
to the preceding play. Her speech
see N ykerk ,page 2
told the story of internal struggle

Not your average biscuit: The Biscuit
Washington Square restaurant has ail the pieces to build a perfectly appetizing breakfast
Alek Molenaar
Campus Co-Editor
©A lekmole

Quick Hits
Pros:
- Staffisvery polite
-Food isvery good, especially
for the price
- Relaxing atmosphere
Cons:
-Rushes can be heavy on
weekends
- Big groups can expect to wait
a bit longer
Alek’s Rating: 4.5/5________
Looking for a breakfast
joint other than those around
campus? Take the extra time
to walk, bike or drive to The
Biscuit, located in Holland’s
Washington Square. Washing
ton Square is a quaint sector of
Holland that has many shops
and restaurants, which include
one ofHolland’s many breakfast
and lunch restaurants.
The Biscuit’s breakfast menu
serves everything from the
classic, homemade butter-milk
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try to be the first out the door
to beat the brunch rush. W e
have been to The Biscuit many
times and haven't had any bad
experiences. The staff is always
friendly, and the owners, Rob
and Tracy Gerow, are very hos
pitable. I would recommend
taking smaller groups there;
however, bigger groups can be
accommodated. It may mean
waiting a bit longer, though.
Pricing isn’t out of a nor
mal breakfast range, but with
the high-quality, you can’t beat
it. For example, the Brioche
P h ot o C ourtesy of Y elp .c o m
BRINGING OUT A BOLD BREAKFAST— The Biscuit, tucked in Washington Square, is one French Toast is $7.75 (with a
breakfast meat). Add a coffee
of the great breakfast and lunch restaurants of Holland.
and you’ve got a full meal for
pancakes to their South African the breakfast menu but adds quiet compared to many other just under $10. For those who
scramble. Their namesake, of sandwiches and salads. Along restaurants. The relaxed atmo are really hungry, The Biscuit
course, is included in the menu with the breakfast items, their sphere never makes you feel has a great selection from their
with a variety of dishes, includ lunch menu includes various rushed nor does the stafftry to “on the side” menu, which al
ing their homemade biscuits. entrees of different internation push you out the door. H o w  lows customers to add on a pan
The restaurant puts forth a al styles. For those who have ever, The Biscuit can get busy, cake or a biscuit (among many
menu with various internation allergies or are gluten free, The especially on the weekends. For choices) for a nominal fee. Be
ally inspired entrees including Biscuit provides alternatives, those trying to beat the morn ing a breakfast and lunch res
ing rush, especially on Sundays, taurant, the hours of operation
Huevos Rancheros, their Medi which can be asked for.
The atmosphere was one we would recommend getting are 7 a.m. to 2 p.m. Tuesdayterranean scramble, and the
of our favorite parts about the there at 10 a.m. or just before. Friday and 8 a.m. to 2 p.m. on
Brioche French Toast.
see B reakfast,page 2
Their lunch menu includes restaurant, as it’s very open and Ifyou’ve gone to church already,
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Nykerk participants w o w crowd on Halloween Breakfast
take over

♦ Nykerk, from page 1

Thur.
Nov. 5
Stoic Philosophy Day
Philosophy majors and minors are
invited to observe and practice being
a stoic philosopher. The meeting
starts at 9:30 a.m. in Graves Hall,
room 204.

Frl.
H2 Dance Company

Nov. 6

The H 2 Dance C o m p a n y will begin
performing what has been described
as “extremes." The performance
begins at 7:30 p.m. in the Knicker
bocker Theatre.

'80s Rollerskating
Join Hope Students as they travel to
H.O.M.E. Arena for s o m e fun roller
skating. The event begins at 9 p.m.
and is sponsored by the Student

has been held in DeVos Fieldhouse after being held in Hol
the Ages,” which featured the land’s Civic Center for almost 60
works of powerful female vocal years. The effects of this transi
artists, from Aretha Franklin to tion and the inherent technical
Rachel Flatten, with a downright challenges ofthe venue were still
silly detour into 90s pop along on display Saturday. Organizers
the way that had the crowd cheer seemed to have trouble maintain
ing control of the fieldhouse’s
ing wildly.
Unfortunately for organizers, powerful general lighting at more
this year’s event fell on the same than one point during the event.
night as Halloween, a coinci Although sound quality was
dence that may have significantly much improved from last year’s
reduced attendance.-Unlike last event, there still seemed to be an
year, there were whole rows of echo and microphone feedback
seats that remained visibly emp issues that are likely unavoidable
ty throughout the night. Official in such a large building designed
ticket sales of approximately for sporting events, not vocal
1,900 seats down, from 2,323 last competitions.
Despite the challenges, one
year, demonstrated this observa
thing is for sure: Nykerk is a tra
tion.
This year’s competition is dition that is here to stay on cam
only the second time that Nykerk pus for a very long time.

N e w Even Year Coaches
Announced

+ Breakfast, from page 1

Play: Melanie Burkhardt
(’18) and Catie Douglas
(T8)

Play Moral: Connor Gentry
(’18), Nick Rozema (’18)
and Daniel Harman (’18)

Song: Maty Landman (’18)
and Erin Caton (’18)
Song Moral: Garrett Sims
(’18), Dan Carrick (’18) and
Joe Bustamante (’18).

Oration: Cassidy Bernhardt
(’18) and Gianna Ramirez
(’18).

Saturday and Sunday.
“The Biscuit started with
the idea that breakfast de
serves to be treated with the
same creativity, the same qual
ity of ingredients and the same
attention to meticulous execu
tion that is found in fine din
ner restaurants,” the Gerows
said.
It's an ideology that has
perfected breakfast, and Hope
students everywhere should
experience it at least once. It's
excellent food and staff make
a comfortable place to eat and
relax on a lazy Sunday morn
ing.

‘ Activities Committee.

In B rief

VESPER TICKET SALES
Tickets for the annual Vespers
Services will be available
for members of the Hope
Community from Monday, Nov.
2 to Friday, Nov. 6. Services are
Saturday, Dec. 5 at 4:30 p.m.
and 8 p.m. and Sunday, Dec. 6
at 2 p.m. and 5 p.m. Students
(who are not participating in
Vespers) may purchase one
ticket for $5 with a valid Hope
ID and additional family tickets
at $10 per ticket. Tickets may be
purchased over the phone using
any major credit card. However,
you will have to bring your valid
ID when you pick up the tickets.
The ticket office is on the main
floor of Anderson-Werkman.
Ticket Office hours are MondayFriday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.

E M M A U S SCHOLARS
The
Emmaus
Scholars
Program offers students the
opportunity to discover their
calling in the midst of learning
how to connect their love of
Christ, learning and faith to the
needs of the world. Together,
Emmaus Scholars reflect upon
humans flourishing in the midst
of poverty. Together, they learn
about mission, urban education,
community development, race
and reconciliation. Living in an
intentional Christian community,
Emmaus Scholars learn how
the Bible, theology, prayer and
serving help them to connecttheir
passion and gifts to the mission
and kingdom of God. There
is an informational meeting
for freshmen, sophomores and
juniors who wish to apply for the
program. The meeting starts at
4:30 p.m. in Lubbers Hall, room
224, this Thursday.

TONIGHT
SERIOUS DELIVERY!

C0PYW0RKS AND MAIL
CENTER COMBINE
The Hope Mail Center and
CopyWorks moved into their
new space on the firstfloor of the
DeWitt Center. Students can go to
the new location on the firstfloor
of DeWitt across from,the stairs.

©2014 JIMMY JOHN’S FRANCHISE, LLC ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
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Cartoon C o m e r

Is T r u m p ’s campaign slogan a recitation?
Idll Ozer
W orld news co-editor

The media seems to be in
credibly familiar with the motto
“Make America Great Again,”
the campaign punch line for
Donald Trump, the controver
sial presidential candidate.
His line, either on purpose or
accident, suggests that Amer
ica is not great right now and
Trump is the only individual
who can bring back the roaring
days for the “land of the free."
It is a conflicting thought, or
rather disturbing, since the can
didate with this slogan isdistrib
uting hats and t-shirts that were
made in China.
Even if President Johnson’s
days in the office were the stan
dard, the United States still
would be far from being “the”
great nation, as the notion was
long-ago shattered after the
Cold War.
The only people who actu
ally support the idea and long
for those days are the whiter
members of the older genera
tion, who make up the majority
of Donald Trump’s constituents.
It is argued that anyone who
actually experienced the Reagan
or Eisenhower years would also
stand by the G O P candidate.

Looking back at the social
justice and inequality problems,
it is almost “safe" to assume
that the “anyone” group is very
exclusive to white, Christian,
upper-middle class males who
identify as nationalists.
The rest of the population,
which is the overwhelming ma
jority of Americans, might dis
agree since part of the solution
to “make America Great again”
entails building walls and keep
ing women chained to their
kitchens at home.
This crowd was not neces
sarily part of the concern when
Reagan used “Let's Make Ameri
ca Great Again” in his campaign
or Kennedy rallied with slo
gan “Get This Country Moving
Again” in 1960, since all people
gathered under and for one flag
due to excruciating circum
stances the nation was faceing.
Their
campaigns
were
grounded by hope and optimism
on recovery from the disasters
that swept America, whereas
Donald Trumps vision, blurred
by anger and resentment, only
serve one purpose: provocative
propaganda.

CttlUA‘5 Ouf'
TU10' CHILD POUCH
Courtesy ofEmily Oliver ’16, the cartoon focuses on governmental control on
w o m e n s bodies, while pointing that any regulation regarding reproductive rights
conflicts with personal boundaries.

Public health controversy with the Act
Little Sisters of the Poor raises questions regarding the Affordable Care Act’s situational coverage
James Rogers
G uest writer

O n Friday, Oct. 30, the case of
Little Sisters of the Poor vs. Burwell was brought before the Su
preme Court justices for consid
eration. Ifthe justices accept this
case, or the seven other petitions
filed, citing religious freedom
violations under the Affordable
Care Act, coined “Obamacare,”
they must decide what the role
of government is, in accordance
with religious freedom.
The Little Sisters of the Poor,
who met with Pope Francis dur
ing his September visit to the
United States, are a non-profit
group of Roman Catholic nuns
who provide care for the elderly
and dying.
Under the Affordable Care
Act, they are required to provide
contraceptives to all of their e m 
ployees.
As a religious organization,
they can be exempted from this
policy. However, in order to be
exempt, they must fillout an ex
emption form.
The Little Sisters refuse to do
this, citing that filling out the
form is an act of complicity, aid
ing in a moral crime.
The Affordable Care Act,
which vows to provide health
care and services to all Ameri
cans for a low cost, has faced im
mense criticism and controversy
due to this provision.
This is not the first time an

RELIGIOUS F R E E D O M CLASHES WITH FEDERAL HEALTH CARE — The controversy
caused from the Little Sister's classification in the g o v e r n m e n t has the h o m e of the elderly
care facing serious complications that will lead to either violating their v o w s or paying fines
that might result In closing down. The P o p e ’s take on It is debated, especially after the recent
re-establlshment of the relationship b e t w e e n the United States and P o p e upo n his visit to
Washin g t o n DC.
issue with Obamacare has been
brought before the Supreme
Court.
In fact, this would mark the
fourth time the Supreme Court
has heard a challenge concern
ing Obamacare and the second
time the contraceptive mandate
has been a source of contention.
Solicitor General Don Ver-

rilli stated in legal briefs that
the government has exempted
"houses of worship,” including
churches, mosques and temples.
However, nonprofit faithbased charities and religiously
affiliated hospitals and educa
tional institutions are not ex
empt from this policy.
Obamacare will grant a

“regulatory
accommodation,”
in which religious groups must
contact the Department of
Health and Human Services to
cite a religious objection.
After the government is no
tified, the insurance plan or a
third-party administrator will
assume responsibility for pro
viding birth control coverage.

Lawyers for the Little Sisters
of the Poor do not believe this is
enough.
They argue that this so-called
“accommodation” stillforces the
nuns to play a role in facilitat
ing or condoning contraceptive
coverage, making them morally
complicit in what they consider
to be a grave sin.
The sisters argue that de
spite the accommodation un
der Obamacare, the sin of using
birth control prevails.
By taking part in this accom
modation, they are aiding in a
moral crime.
Tom Krattenmaker, a m e m 
ber of US A Today’s Board of
Contributors, has a different
take. He said: “Frankly, we are
all involved in indirect support
of things we oppose, including
our participation in an ongoing
exercise known as paying taxes.”
Krattenmaker went on to sug
gest that the first amendment is
not immune from limitations,
defending that “common sense
tells us that no principle, even
one as cherished as religious
freedom, isabsolute.”
The controversy is yet to be
finalized, as the hearings still
continue, and the Supreme
Court is still weighing the vari
ous options for the legendary
case.
Want to write for World?
Email anchor@hope.edu

In B rief
Anonymous, a well
known hacktavist
group, famous for shut
ting down the website
of Westboro Baptist
Church, has allegedly
hacked records of the
K K K and released them
to the public.
Leaders of Pacific Is
land nations have met in
Fijito make a final plea
before the U.N. climate
summit in Paris. They
fear that, should the most
powerful and wealthiest
nations not act decisively
in the coming years, the
Pacific as we know itwill
be submerged by rising
sea levels.
At least 550 people have
been wounded and 70
killed from airstrikes
targeted at a Damascus
marketplace in Syria.
As of yet, no one has
claimed responsibility for
the attack.
Sweden is set to be
come the world’s first
fossil-fuel free coun
try by the year 2050.
2/3 of Sweden’s energy
is clean or from lowcarbon sources. They
will invest some 354
million Euros to achieve
this clean energy goal.

Greenland continues to melt
Vanishing ice sheets of northernmost glaciers spells disaster for coastal cities
Satellite imaging has been
used to record the regression
According to the "Sagas of rates of the ice sheet as well as
Icelanders”, which focus on track the icebergs that break off.
family histories in the 10th This past summer, Dr. Laurence
and 11th centuries, it was Smith, head of the Geography
Erik the Red who, after being department at the University of
exiled from Iceland, named his California, Los Angeles, and his
newfound home “Greenland” in team conducted research from
an attempt to attract settlers to base camps near these rivers to
the island. Tribes have migrated obtain more precise data.
The riseinglobaltemperature
and inhabited the region, which
lies northeast of the Canadian has led to the formation of
Arctic Archipelago, for the last lakes on the surface of the ice,
which then form a network of
4,500 years.
Despite Greenland being the rivers throughout. “The rivers
world’s largest island, it remains melt down faster than the
the least densely populated surrounding ice, like a knife
country in the world, with through butter,” Dr. Smith said.
These rivers empty into
a population density of 0.08
individuals per square mile. large holes in the ice, known
Three-quarters of the island is as moulins, leading to tunnels
covered by the only ice sheet on which drain into the ocean.
Earth, besides that ofAntarctica. “The sheet is porous, like swiss
The north of Greenland, known cheese,” Dr. Smith continued.
as Peary Land, is barren and “W e didn’t know that until this
snowless because the air is too year.”
Despite the scientific strides
dry to produce snowflakes, thus
made
by Dr. Smith’s team and
itcannot form an ice sheet.
Unfortunately, due to global the support from the directors
warming, the Greenland ice of N A S A and the National
and
Atmospheric
sheet ismelting fast. Ifitwere to Oceanic
melt in itsentirety, the global sea Administration, Congressional
level would rise by more than 20 leaders continue to reject the
feet, spelling utter disaster for rising threat of melting ice caps,
coastal cities on every continent which this data further backs up.
Dr. Smith recognizes the cost
and causing massive migrations,
unparalleled in the history of of his research, but he and the
scientific community maintain
human existence.
Ryan Skowronek

G uest W riter

itsimportance. "No one has ever
collected a data setlike this,”Asa
Rennermalm said, professor of
geography at Rutgers University
Climate Institute.
At each hour mark for three
days, the team posted-up by
a supraglacial watershed to
measure the river’s velocity,
volume, temperature and depth.
Three life preservers equipped
with waterproof computers,
GPS and sonar technology were
cast into multiple moulins in
order to provide data on the
rivers, including elevation,
speed and depth.
The scientists will utilize
these as-of-yet unpublished
data to test the accuracy of
current climate change models.
Subsequently, a new model

could be developed to estimate
the flowvolume from thousands
of similar rivers in Greenland.
Further results show that the
melting water may actually be
refreezing within the ice sheet
so that sea levels are rising
more slowly than projected.
However, 430,000 gallons of
water streamed from the ice and
into the moulin every minute,
an unsustainable amount for
the livelihood of the notable ice
caps themselves.
As evidence continues to
accrue regarding the rapid
dissolution of global ice sheets
and sea-level rise, humanity will
have to come up with a solution
to prevent the imminent surge
of refugees that global flooding
may very well cause.

P h ot o

cou rt e sy o f

W

ikipedia

LARGEST CITY, STILL A VERY S M A L L T O W N - N u u k Is
the largest city, a n d capital, of the large Island of Greenland
with a population of 1 6 , 5 4 5 people as of the 2 0 1 3 census.

A K P out on top in Turkish elections
Conservative party surges after terrorist attack, though not enough to maintain absolute majority
Kaan Kurtulus
G uest W riter

The most recent elections
on Nov. 1 marked the first time
the Justice and Development
Party (AKP) didn’t have enough
votes to maintain a majority
in Parliament to form a single
government alone. The main
reason for this loss was due to
the Peoples’ Democratic Party
(HDP), a left-wing party that
mostly represents the Kurdish
minority who, managed to get
more than 10 percent of the
votes.
Having four parties in
Parliament dramaticallyreduced
the seats the A K P had prior
to the June elections, which
were looked at as a referendum
election
against
Erdogan’s
presidency.
Turkey is currently run by a
prime minister and a president.
Erdogan, the current president,
has made attempts to reform the
political system to do away with
the office of Prime Minister,
leaving only a president with the
power.
Turkey was in
political
turmoil during the past five
months, as the parties were
trying to form coalitions.
However, therewas littlepositive
feedback among the groups or
among their constituencies.
It was also during this time
that terrorism reached one of
itspeaks, when some 50 Turkish
soldiers were killed by terrorist

attacks in the capital city of
Ankara. The bombings, which
are considered to be the biggest
terrorist attack in the modern
history of Turkey, caused an
even greater escalation of
political polarization.
Many of the AK P officials,
including
current-president
Erdogan, blamed the terror
attacks on the fractured political
state of the nation, making
bids for further re-election to
return to a sole party within the
government.
O n Nov. 1, the latest election
showed that the A K P managed
to raise their vote unexpectedly:
from 40.87 to 49.2 percent, a
stunning increase of almost nine
percent within just five months.
The conservative A K P will now
possess 314 seats in Parliament.
The Republican People’s
Party (CHP) came in second
with 25.7 percent, raising their
votes by 0.8 percent from the
June elections. C H P is a party
formed by the founding father of
Turkey: Mustafa Kemal Ataturk.
The party strongly opposes AKP
and Erdogan. They now have 5
more seats in Parliament than
from the June elections, with a
total of 132 seats.
The Nationalist Movement
Party (MHP) was the party
most damaged by the latest
elections. They lost 4.2 percent
of their votes from the June
elections, and many believe that
these lost votes are what helped

ensure the landslide-victory of
the AKP. The massive loss for
the M H P party is thought to
be due, in part, by the leader
Devlet Bahceli’s refusal to form a
coahtion government with other
parties, despite his opposition
to the A K P regime. The M H P
lost nearly half of their seats in
Parliament by dropping from 80
to 41 seats.
The Peoples' Democratic
Party (HDP) dropped by 2.4
percent, down to a total of 10.7
percent of the vote. Professional
analysts claim that people voted
for the H D P in June elections
while supporting another party
(AKP opposers) just to get them
into Parliament.
Even though they were the
party with the lowest percentage
in the elections, they are
officially the third largest party
in Parliament now thanks to
large voter turnout in some
eastern cities where Kurds are
the majority. The H D P is now at
59 seats, having lost 21 seats.
Turkey’s
official
Prime
Minister is Professor Ahmet
Davutoglu, and his seat is now
lessambiguous. IftheA K P wants
to pass Erdogan's presidential
reform system, they’ll still
need to convince a number of
parliamentary members since
they have lost the majority to
make a constitutional change.
This election is considered a
failurefor the C H P and the M H P
because of the success of AKP,

leaving people eager to hear
from party leaders, wondering
if they’re going to change their

strategies or potentially resign
their positions,
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T h e Librarians’season two premieres
Amber Lee Carnahan
A rts Co-Editor
@ amberlee816

“The Librarians” kicked off
their second season Sunday
night on Nov. 1. The first season
was enjoyed by new and return
ing fans alike, earning the titleof
Basic Cable’s #2 Ne w Series of
2014, the firstbeing Turner Net
work Televisions (TNT) “The
Last Ship.” Each episode was re
corded as reaching an average of
11.4 million viewers through a
variety of methods, such as lin
ear telecasts, D V R playback and
digital viewings.
Some background knowledge
is necessary to fully understand
“The Librarians.” The series was
a renewal, or continuation, of a
T N T original trilogy spanning
the years of 2004-2008, the first
titled “The Librarian: Quest for
the Spear.”
The Librarian is not to be
confused with a simple librar
ian who yells at noisy children
and wears spectacles that give a
superior aura to the librarian in
question. Rather, The Librarian
is an individual of high intelli
gence and ingenuity that is cho
sen to find and protect magical
and incredibly dangerous arti
facts from the world.
These artifacts are stored and
guarded in an ancient organi
zation known as The Library,
which is strategically hidden
beneath the Metropolitan Pub
lic Library. The Librarian is a
solitary position that is replaced
when the previous Librarian
dies.
In the original movies, Flynn
Carson (Noah Wyle) receives
an invitation to interview for a

job at the Metropolitan Public
Library, assuming the job offer
was referring to a simple parttime job as a regular librarian.
Carson isa professional student,
forced to leave college and enter
the “real world” after earning
22 degrees. Genius but incred
ibly socially awkward, Carsons
Librarian is easily loveable for
audiences.
While Carson is not meant
to be the main character of the
new series, his presence in the
first episode of season one was
enough to spark the interest of
other returning fans like us.
The addition of three new Li
brarians, Cassandra Cillian, Jake
Stone and Ezekiel Jones (played
by Lindy Booth, Christian Kane
and John Kim respectively), was,
and still is, the focus of the se
ries.
Each Librarian has his or her
own unique personality and
conflicts, which help to entice
viewers to become interested
and engaged in the new Librar
ians. However, Carson’s contin
ued presence, though rare, is
welcomed and offers a strong tie
to the original movies’fanbase.
Season two of “The Librar
ians” began with a flashback to
the previous season’s ending,
which featured the Librarians
fighting to retrieve a powerful
artifact from an enemy. This ar
tifact was capable of releasing
magic back into Earth, which
would ultimately cause chaos
and disrupt the balance of magic
in the world.
Unfortunately, Carson and
the new Librarians, along with
their guardian-previous coun
ter-terrorism expert Eve Baird
(Rebecca Romijn)-and Library

P hoto

courtesy of play .g o o g l e .c o m

LIBRARIANS AR E BACK AGAIN — The Librarians return to save the world again In
season two, this time fighting against fictional characters magically brought to life.
supervisor Jenkins (John Lar- tire season, is revealed to have
roquette), fail to retrieve the regained previous power due to
artifact in time. This causes the the reopened magical ley lines.
magical ley lines, invisible mys Rejuvenated with magic, the
tical lines that are said to run unknown man uses his power
throughout the world, to be re to summon a fictional character
opened.
from a Sherlock Holmes book.
The two episodes that pre He is later revealed to be Prosmiered Sunday night were pero, a wizard from William
titled “The Librarians and the Shakespeare’s “The Tempest,”
Drowned Book” and “The Li and the villain conjured is re
brarians and the Broken Staff." vealed to be Moriarty.
The two-hour premiere of sea
The Librarians, who had pre
son two showcases a malfunc viously separated to recover ar
tioning Library and various oth tifacts on their own, are forced
er issues arising in the aftermath to reunite in order to save New
of the reopened ley lines. The York from a storm caused by
malfunctioning Library, which Prospero. Prospero will most
involves randomly vanishing likely be the main antagonist of
artifacts and constantly moving the season.
rooms, is sure to be the main
The setting of the season two
story arch of the season.
premiere is a reference to the
Following the flashback, the original movie, as it takes place
antagonist of the first two epi in a museum that Carson was
sodes, and most likely the en working at in the beginning of

the movie, before being told to
leave college by his professorwho later turned out to be one of
the villains-and before becom
ing The Librarian. The atmo
sphere of the episodes were fun
and reminiscent of the adven
tures Carson went on through
out his trilogy.
Carson seemed to play a big
role in these first two episodes,
yet he still left at the end of the
second episode on a vague im
portant errand, similar to how
he left in the middle of season
one. Fans hope he will return
and be more involved in the
series. “The Librarians” has a
season of adventure and magic
planned, with even an episode of
time travel paradox planned for
laterin the season. Season two is
offto an exciting start. Those in
terested in the premiere can visit
T N T ’s website for full episodes.

N e w J.K. Rowling play sparks ticket m a d n e s s
Becky Downing
A rts Co-Editor
@ rebeccajoann24

J.K. Rowling's newest Harry
Potter tale, which will premiere
on the London stage next sum
mer, has sent fans into frenzy,
causing booking dates to in
crease all the way to May of
2017.
Tickets for “Harry Potter and
the Cursed Child” went on sale
for the public on Oct. 30 after a
string of technical glitches was
fixed during the play’s prior
ity booking period. Since public
ticket sales were announced, the
play’s official twitter account has
kept Harry Potter junkies up
dated with the best availabilities.
One can guess, however, that
the play’s team did not expect
such popularity. They tweeted,
“Due to unprecedented public
demand, the producers have
now released a further alloca
tion oftickets for sale through to
27 May, 2017.”
Should .the producers of
Rowling’s play have expected
the “unprecedented public de

mand”? One may say yes, as the dress itas such.
books series has sold more than
Fans' spinning minds were
450 million copies and the eight eventually put at ease when
movie adaptations have made Rowling’s website, Pottermore.
over $7.7 billion.
com, released the official plotAnother foreshadowing of line, saying:
the large demand in tickets
"It was always difficult be
could be seen in Rowling’s first ing Harry Potter, and it isn’t
announcement of the play. Her much easier now that he is an
tweet, which revealed the proj overworked employee of the
ect to the public, gained over Ministry of Magic, a husband
35,000 retweets and 44,000 fa and father of three school-age
children. While Harry grapples
vorites.
with
a past that refuses to stay
The announcement came
after news of the “wizarding where it belongs, his youngest
world’s” upcoming movie trilo son Albus must struggle with
gy, “Fantastic Beasts and Where the weight of a family legacy he
To Find Them” starring Acad never wanted. As past and pres
emy Award Winner Eddie Red- ent fuse ominously, both father
and son learn the uncomfort
mayne.
After news of the Potter play able truth: sometimes, darkness
broke, the media immediately comes from unexpected places.”
Fans rejoiced at the news of a
began speculating the plot. The
title suggested to many that the Potter sequel centered on one of
story would revolve around ev the “Deathly Hallows” epilogue
eryone’s favorite hero, Harry characters, Albus Severus Pot
ter. Rowling expressed her ex
Potter, as a young boy.
However, Rowling was ada citement as well, tweeting, “So
mant in assuring the public that now you know it really isn’t a
the play is indeed not a prequel, prequel: ‘Harry Potter and the
yet hews outlets and social m e  Cursed Child’ starts 19 years
dia platforms continued to ad later!"

P h ot o

courtesy of fox13 n o w .
com

THE BOY W H O LIVES ON — J.K. Rowling continues to cast
a spell on fans after announcing that Harry Potter's story will
continue through a stage play premiering in London.
The plotline reveal was fol past May 2017 because Rowling
lowed by the launch of the play’s has yet again cast another spell
official Twitter account, website on fans as they desperately try to
and poster, along with, much obtain tickets. “Harry Potter and
to fans’delight, a ticket release the Cursed Child” will premiere
at the Palace Theatre in London,
date.
England
in summer of 2016.
Now, producers may soon
Visit
"harrypottertheplay.com"
have to decide whether or not to
lengthen the play’s ticket dates for more information.

The Anchor is hiring

Time for Christmas cheer

W e are looking forstudents to fillthe following positions for the spring semester.
Interested? Email anchor@hope.edu.
1. World CO'Editor* Responsible for “world news”content, which covers vitalworld, national
and localnews relevant to Hope College.
2. Copy Editor. Responsible foreditingthe content ofstories,correcting spellingand grammar
in allstories,while also reviewing the content for any violations of ethical and legal issues.

W h o said it’s too soon
to celebrate?
Taylor Jones
StaffColumnist
@TeejmereSweatrs

D o w n with negativity
Positive perspectives when facing
end-of-the-semester blues

Hannah Pikaart
Voices Editor
@HannahPikaart

As Iwrite this,Iam lying in bed with swol
len lymph nodes and a fever of 100.5.1 have
mono, but life is good. It could be worse. In
fact, a doctor did think itwas worse. When I
went to the Health Center last week, I came
to them with m y symptoms and speculations.
In return, they denied that itcould be mono,
and they ruled out the flu, but whatever was
causing my symptoms could be stress, a cold
or possibly a brain tumor.
A wave of emotions filled me, but happi
ness was nowhere to be found. A brain tu
mor was an extreme that I was not prepared
to hear. After m y visitwith the doctor, Iwent
back to my room and cried. What ifIdo have
a brain tumor? He said I’m going to have to
come back for a C T scan if my symptoms
continue! H o w do I tell m y parents and boy
friend?
W h e n faced with a negative situation,
it is easy to fall into a negative mindset. In
this situation, Iwas hit with some news that
hadn't even been confirmed yet, but it was
easy to assume the worst and fillwith despair.
Later, after Ihad told my parents what the
doctor speculated, which was probably the
hardest thing to ever tell them, my dad told
me this:
“If you continue to think negatively, you
are going to continue have a negative outlook
on things. Perhaps, ifyou do have a tumor,
there is a reason for it. Everything is a part
of God’s master plan. Stop worrying because
thatwon’tstop the bad stufffrom happening.
It’s just going to blind you from seeing the

good when itdoes come.”
As college students,with finals one month
away, exhaustion and flu season already
upon us, and winter just around the corner,
it’s easy to fall into a negative state of mind
that seeks to control us. Itisimportant to re
member three key things for staying positive
when life throws us curveballs.

1. Surround yourself with positive,
supportive people
Notice how Isaid “positive people”? There
are plenty of negative people in the world, so
seek out the ones who are going to be en
couraging and there for you when life gets
tough.

2. Train your brain to be positive
This issomething Idefinitelyhave to work
on because I am someone who immediately
goes to the worst-case scenario without fail.
It’s important that we don't do this and in
stead find the positive in each situation.
Practice positive thinking by telling yourself
positive affirmations.

3. Believe in yourself
Ifyou don’t believe in yourself, who will?
There are endless reasons to believe in your
selfeven when you are feeling powerless.
So now that I’ve tested positive for mono,
all of my worries about brain tumors have
subsided. I am happy to have mono and
know that whatever negativity I encounter, it
is fleeting and positivity iscontinual.

Is itokay to celebrate Christmas right after Halloween? Ifyou are like
me, Christmas season starts Nov. 1.Lately, Ihave been talking about how
excited I am for Christmas and getting into the spirit. Most people have
been telling me itisway too early.
“Personally, I don't get in the Christmas spirit ‘til Thanksgiving be
cause Ilike to focus on one holiday at a time,” senior Britten Clark said.
Clark has a point, but my surroundings say otherwise. Most don’treal
ize, but we are exposed to Christmas starting the day after Halloween.
For example, just this October I walked into Macy’s to go shopping.
As Iwent up the escalator, Istarted to see Christmas decorations and all
kinds of Christmas knick-knacks being sold. Other evidence is Disney
World. The day Halloween isover, the Disney parks are completely trans
formed. Halloween decorations are taken down and Christmas decora
tions gradually go up and are finished around Nov. 8, which is the first
Mickey’s Very Merry Christmas Party. This is weeks before Thanksgiv
ing. Ifyou know me, I love Disney. And ifDisney is celebrating early,
why shouldn’t I?
Decorations are just one of the few reasons why I think celebrating
Christmas early is okay. West Michigan’s Star 105.7 typically starts play
ing Christmas music within the week that Halloween is over. This is not
just a West Michigan thing; 100.3 WNIC, a Detroit radio station, also
starts playing Christmas music right after Halloween. H o w does one get
in the car and not get excited when they hear classics such as “Santa
Baby,” “Let It Snow” or “Rocking Around the Christmas Tree”? Christ
mas music is only on the radio for a limited time, so why not soak it up
while itis there?
And then, Santa will soon be arriving to malls. According to Twelve
Oaks Mall in Novi, Michigan, Santa will be ready to see lots of smiling
(or crying) kids on Nov. 6,just a week after Halloween. Also, River Town
Crossings in Grandville, Michigan will be having Santa take pictures
starting Nov. 14.
Finally, Christmas commercials begin. The first Christmas commer
cialIsaw thisyear was well before Halloween. Itwas a Kmart commercial
about giftlayaways for the holiday season. Many Christmas commercials
are expected to start airing within the next couple of weeks for many
different companies and brands. Aside from commercials, movies, such
as the classic and cheesy Christmas movies on the Hallmark channel,
started to play their originals 24/7 on Halloween day.
With allof this Christmas around us early, how does one not get excit
ed about the season? W e are exposed to Christmas well before Thanks
giving whether we like itor not, so itishard not to get into the Christmas
spirit early. Forgive those, like myself, who start hanging up Christmas
lights in their room, watching Christmas movies allday long and blasting
Christmas music on the way to class. It is right around the corner.

Love is a pain in the shin: Lessons from a middle school romance
was made all the more interesting by one
of the girls in my class who took a liking to
kicking me in my right shin. All of thiswas
because a classmate told her I thought she
was cute.
The worst part was the spontaneity of it,
making itimpossible for me to ever predict
when the deadly blow would come. One
moment Iwould be talking to her, having a
Austin Elluru
pleasant conversation, and the next, Iwould
StaffColumnist
be lying on floor, gripping my leg in agony.
@AustinElluru
Soon even her slightest movement would
When I was in sixth grade, my parents cause me to quiver infear.
had me switch to a new middle school
Despite all the pain and abuse, I some
where I was only one of 11 students in my how got her to likeme, and we ended up as a
class. What was quite the daunting experi couple. Our dailyencounters went from one
ence of leaving behind all of my childhood of pain to the stereotypical, middle school
friends and attempting to make new ones relationships, holding hands as we walked
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H ope Hancock
Nicole Metzler
Sophie G u e t z k o
Alex Belica
Alek M o l e n a a r

was briefrespitefrom the shin kicking.
Do Iwish Icould do things differendy?
Yes, primarily with how I ended the re
lationship, or for not having a fire extin
guisher handy as a first-time baker or just
not investing in a good pair of shin guards.
Even though Ihad to go through a whole lot
ofpain,and the relationship didn’twork out,
Istillthink itwas worth itbecause Iwas one
step closer to finding the right one.
And something I’ve come to realize is
that ifyou’renot willingtogo through allthe
struggles and difficulties of asking people
out and chasing them, then you’llprobably
never find that person. But when you finally
do find that person, itwill be worth all the
shin kicking.

^Layout for Voices this week was done by Hope Hancock
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across the playground, sharing ice cream
sundaes atthe mall and one poorly executed
romantic gesture involving me baking her a
cake forher birthday. W e even did thateverso-cliche “no you hang up first” that's para
mount to every T V relationship.
Everything was good; that is until one
day when I decided I wasn’t interested in
her anymore and gave her the silent treat
ment until she broke up with me. As a sign
ofher former affection for me, she switched
to kicking only my leftshin forthe restofmy
middle school days.
Reflecting,Isometimes wonder ifthatre
lationshipwas everworth it.Besides gaining
a literal understanding that love hurts and
a twitch whenever a girlwalks by too close,
the only other thing Igot from pursuing her
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Two directions to travel
Sophie Guetzko
Production Manager
@SophGuetzko

What if,in the middle of nothing changing, suddenly everything
does?
If that is the only question I hear all day, any answer will be
enough for me.
Igazed at the leaves falling as Idrove down the road that leads to
Tunnel Park a few days back; itwas one of the rainy days we had in
the midst of our late-October heat. I pulled into the lot and parked
near the shelter located by the tunnel of the park. When my feet
touched the concrete, the wind rushed past my ankles. That's when
Iknew the answer.
In the middle of nothing changing, suddenly everything does.
I metaphorically picked up a shovel at the beginning of the se
mester, and I've been trying to dig deeper in many areas of my life.
But the more strength I muster to delve deeper into the ground,
the more I feel as though my shovel is hitting rock. Those are the
moments, when I hear the “clank” of the shovel hitting the rock, in
which Iwonder where to go from here.
Ioften forget that there are two directions that one can travel. W e
can go deeper, or we can go farther. It's our decision which one we
choose.
But in order to travel farther, we must have solid ground beneath
us. That's when Irealized I am uncovering rock so that Ihave a place
to run.
Wh e n I exited my car at Tunnel Park, I entered into a jog that
took me down to the water's edge and then back up the sand. I was
slipping and laughing with pure joy— cheesy girl things, considering
Iwas all by myself— but itwas because Isuddenly knew the truth.
I had to start covering horizontal ground instead of uncovering
vertical rock.

A case against the norm: Beauty
and whispers that we are not
good enough. W e do not matter
enough in the larger scheme of
things to be considered beauti
ful.
If we are not perfectly skin
Emily Johnson
ny, we are not beautiful. If we
Copy Editor
do not respond with the perfect
@emmiejl8
balance of wit and wisdom, we
It is said that beauty is in are not beautiful. If we do not
the eye of the beholder. Beauty walk with our heads held up
needs to be seen. Beauty, of all and hips sashaying, we are not
things in this world, is to be beautiful. H o w can we, as im
raised up and admired: strived perfect as we are, reach these
for in everything people do. We, higher standards? Yes, sure, we
as humans, must make our were made in the image of God.
selves beautiful for our fellow However, society has so masked
man (or woman, ifwe’re being and diluted the idea of perfec
politically correct here) and tion thatwe can no longer grasp
desirable. W e base our worth what is supposed to be beauti
upon what others think. Our ful.
sense of beauty, of importance,
Ipropose, and firmlybelieve,
is sculpted by society. Is it gen that beauty is the small things.
uine? Usually not. Is it lasting? It is remembering the name of
Definitely not.
someone you met for five sec
I do not think beauty is onds. It is giving time rather
worth striving for. Of course, than material items. Itis laugh
I am biased because I am a ing or crying with a dear friend
product of many things: how at two in the morning in the
I was raised, what I have been height of whichever emotion is
exposed to, and the time I was hittingyou at that moment. Itis
born. However, beauty is not the space between “hello”and “I
what it seems. It is a perfectly trust you.” It is a smile, despite
crafted illusion that invades feeling splintered inside. Beauty
the mind and attaches itself to is murmured, gentle, delicate,
any insecurities. Anywhere a and more than the eye can see.
person lacks confidence, the Beauty must be felt. It, very
idea of beauty nestles there much like pain, demands to be

felt,not just seen.
I believe that beauty is in
living rather than just existing.
Just because we are breath
ing and our hearts are beating
does not mean we are living.
W e can exist, going from one
mundane task to another, shuf
fling through the days, but no
one learns from that. Living,
taking advantage of the wind
around us, letting our minds
immerse themselves in the
space between seconds, sinking
our fingertips into the oppor
tunities that come our way, is
'beauty. Giving our whole selves
over to something, no matter
how insignificant it may seem,
takes courage, and that is dif
ficult to come by. Beauty is in
that courage, that struggle to let
ourselves go and live.
The purpose of poetry is to
create an image that can be seen
vividly enough for the heart of
the reader to feel what the au
thor is feeling. The best poetry,
and writing in general, weighs
every word with feeling, emo
tion, and beauty. Society says
we must be perfect to be beauti
ful.No. Isay we must be imper
fect to be beautiful. W e must
live in our emotions and give
ourselves over to what we most
believe in. Beauty will be there,
in every small thing we do.

Alternative shaving methods
Hiding your hairlessness
loween the month before, and
I instead dressed up like a 70s
porn star but not well. You see,
I’m one of those guys who can't
grow a beard, or a mustache for
Adam Nottoli that matter, no matter how bad
Sports Co-Editor I want to, and no matter how
@AdamNottoli freaking amazing I would look
with a beard, it just isn’t in my
O n Oct. 31,1 stared at myself genes.
in the mirror as I slowly shook
Every time I put that shav
the can of “Sensitive Skin” shav ing cream on my face, I stare at
ing cream, looking at the sparse m y visage in the mirror for a bit,
little bit of facial hair that stared thinking about just how freak
back at me. Itwas time to shave ing amazing I’d look with a full
and prepare for the coming beard. It’s true, it really is, but
month of November, when allof itjust is never going to happen,
the men of the world grow out and No Shave November just
their beards for an entire month. takes that face and throws it in
So, while every guy is grow my own face. This November,
ing out that rugged, handsome it’s going to be even more prom
beard that all the ladies love, I inent to me, as a certain few
can look forward to having little members of The Anchor staff
hairs popping out in random could grow full beards in less
spots all over m y face. Or even time than it took Jesus to come
better, Movember: the month back to life. I'm pretty sure that
where all guys grow those cool if they didn’t shave for the full
mustaches that make them look month ofNovember, Blackbeard
like cops or war heroes. Mean would be jealous. I’ve come to
while, the mustache I grow terms that I’ll never be able to
makes me look I missed Hal grow a beard the same way, and

in this time of mourning for my
lostbeard that never existed, I’ve
come up with a few ideas to help
the guys out there like me who
can’t grow beards. Ladies, ifyou
really want a beard too, these
tips might help, and I totally
won’tjudge you.

making of coats and those cool it on their faces, but you’re not
animal hats that Davy Crock going to be weak like that. In
ett rocked back in the day. But stead, grab the nearest Sharpie
little do people realize that ani or E X P O dry erase marker, pop
mal pelts had a much more sig that puppy open, and start the
nificant purpose in those days: face art, taking special care to
beards. Look at pictures of most get the mustache area on your
early Americans, and you’ll no upper lip, right up to your nos
Hair g r o w t h treatments
tice one thing: man, those guys trils. These will produce a much
You know those commercials could grow beards. Those things darker fake beard on your face
on T V where you see the guys are as beautiful as they are thick that will look extremely lifelike,
with the terrible hairline, talk and as thick as they are artificial. although you may not be able to
ing about how this product has You see, men would put animal walk a straight line for a while
helped them so much? Yeah, do pelts on their faces to give them after application. This, however,
that, but put that liquid foaming selves fake beards. They knew is a small price to pay for look
gold on your littlebaby face, and that, in order to succeed, they ing great.
prepare for the magic to happen. needed a beard, so they went
N o w don’tget me wrong, you
Trust me, this stuffwill save your all out to achieve their success. should still attempt to grow out
life. I mean, theoretically, like I Men, follow your founding fa your beard and/or mustache for
haven’t ever tried it, but if you thers, and go forth, and wear an the month of November. W h o
think about it, it really should animal on your face.
knows, maybe God will perform
a miracle on your face, and you’ll
Markers
help. If the product says that
the hair you grow is your own,
This one is an old trick that be looking like Sean Connery by
then that’s a plus. Ifitdoesn’tsay goes back to my early-childhood the end of the month. But when
that, then you better figure out Halloweens. You know how ev that inevitably doesn’t happen,
whose hair you’re growing and ery time that children would keep these tips in mind to help
give them a hug for making your dress up like a hobo or a fa you out and to make sure that
pre-teen dream come true after mous actor, and they’d use those nobody gives you those “that
so long.
markers to color a fake beard guy looks creepy without shav
A n i m a l pelts
on their face? Yeah, this is the ing” looks. With your fake full
In early America, the trade same basic concept, but you’re beards, men willwant to be you,
of animal pelts was booming. going to improve it. See, they ladies will want to be with you,
Most people usually think that always used those weak markers and you will be the happiest man
this came most in handy for the that looked gray after putting on the earth.
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Habitually Hope: The motivation we're missing

Hope Hancock
Co-Editor-in-Chief

As I watch the stress of stu
dents around me heighten at the
What motivates you? What thought of grad school applica
makes you tick? What is that tions, final projects and job ap
one thing that keeps you going plications, I can't help but rec
ognize that there is something
on the dreariest of days?
This weekend I came to the many ofus seem to be missing, a
realization that only a month motivation that can drive us fur
and a half of school remains for ther and deeper than any pass
this fall semester. The days are ing grade or acceptance letter.
I heard a sermon recently
seemingly longer; nights are get
ting later; and we’ve come to the that reeked of prosperity gospel.
point in the season where the If you accept Jesus, everything
weather hasn’t quite decided is going to great; being a Chris
whether it’s going to paint the tian isn’t super challenging; God
horizon in brilliant shades of doesn’t require us to step out of
orange and red or dot the skies our comfort zone, etc.
This frustrated me beyond
with the shadowy greys of nimbelief. It simply is not true. The
bostratus clouds.
Regardless of the bipolar Christian life is not a walk in the
weather patterns and heap of park. Nowhere in the Bible does
homework that continuously God promise that our lives will
grows, I find myself seeking dif get easier after accepting Christ
ferent things to motivate me as our Savior.
In fact, God assures us that it
towards making it to Christ
mas break. I don’t have exams is going to be difficult. W e will
this semester; I have a glorious face trials and hardships, but we
schedule for next semester; I’m a can be motivated and excited,
senior and want to finish strong: knowing that God will provide
these are just a few of the things for us in these difficult situa
motivating me to push through.
tions. The Bible urges us to cast
But isthis allthat there is?
our worries on God (1 Peter 5:7),
©HABITUALLYHOPE
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rejoice in our sufferings (Ro
mans 5:3) and rely on Christ for
our strength (Philippians 4:13)
allbecause God cares for us. He
loves us with an extraordinary
love that we will get only a small
taste of on this earth.
I am taking Intergroup Dia
logue this semester, and I leave
almost every class period feel
ing pretty pessimistic about the
world we live in. So far, we’ve
discussed classism and racism
and the ways that these perme
ate the American culture, lead
ing to immense disparity and
oppression in the United States
and the world at large. I often
find myself frustrated at the fact
that there are no easy solutions
to these problems, at least no
easy “worldly” solutions.
I am an optimistic person,
full of hope for a brighter future
and better days. Learning about
problems plaguing our society
and exploring new ways of in
terpreting these issues isno easy
task.
However, I strongly believe
that my optimism is a blessing.
It is not rooted in an immature

yearning for positive outcomes.
It is rooted in a firm conviction
that there is hope for the future
of this world, and that hope is
Jesus Christ.
I've said this before, and Iwill
declare it over and over again:
Jesus is Lord of this earth, and
He will bring reconciliation to
this fallenworld. Through a love
for us that we will never fathom,
God sent His son Jesus to die on
the cross for our sins, bridging
the gap between our broken hu
manity and our holy God.
One day, Jesus will come back
to this earth and restore it to
the perfection for which God
intended it. Oppression will
no longer define distinctions
between class and race, and hu
manity will be restored to har
mony.
In the interim, God callsus to
livea lifeglorifying to Him. And
He does not promise that this
lifewill be easy.
However, He didn’t leave
us without guidance. God is a
personal god who desires a re
lationship with us through Jesus
Christ. W e can communicate
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with Him through prayer and by
reading God’sword, the Bible, to
learn more about what He de
sires for our fives.
Too often we are tempted to
view God as an unreachable, im
personal, heavenly being. And
while He is almighty and allpowerful, God does not leave
us to fight our earthly battles
alone. If we learn to trust and
rely on Him for all of our needs,
through his love and grace, He
will grant us the ability to keep
moving forward. It may not be
easy. It may not be simple. W e
may not even experience any
sort of reward or reconcilia
tion in our lifetime. But when
we stand at the gates of heaven
and God looks at us with favor,
saying “well done,” we will know
that our Christian walk was not
a fifelived in vain.
Through difficult classes, ap
plications, final projects and
whatever else fife throws my
way, that is the motivation that
drives me to take each and every
step towards an unknown fu
ture. And itis motivation that I
fear many of us are missing.

Sporty Spice: Looking back on year 21
fife using who I was and com
bining that with the learning
experiences that came from the
destruction.
1. Career
When I was younger, I
changed my mind about what I
wanted to grow up to be on the
daily, whether it be a veterinar
ian, an art teacher or a baker. In
Nicole Metzler
middle school and high school,
Co-Editor-in-Chief
I wanted to be a band director.
@ N icole_Ja
I even came into Hope as a m u 
sic major. But my route changed
What a week for a birthday. I one week before orientation
just finished directing the w o m  freshmen year.
en’s soccer stream against Calvin
Becoming a communication
(which went well) and I’ve had a major was the best decision I
chance to spend a great deal of could have made about my col
time with the awesome people lege career. It made sense. I'd al
in my fife.I’m starting this birth ways been a writer, but I'd never
day thing offto a good start.
considered journalism. N o w I'm
Over the past week, I’ve been a Co-Editor-in-Chief of The A n 
thinking back at m y 21st year chor and Production Manager
and I’m starting to realize how of broadcasting in the commu
much my lifehas changed injust nication department.
365 days. As a naive 20-year-old,
The entirety of m y first three
I thought I'd had pretty much years at Hope, I’d planned on
everything figured out with my being a sports journalist. Go
life. I was so set on becoming a ing into this year, however, Ihad
sports journalist, I had a solid quite the existential crisis. All of
group of friends and Iknew who the sudden, I was considering
Iwas.
broadcasting (behind the cam
M y perfect littleworld crum era, of course) and video pro
bled under the weight of my 21st duction or film editing. These
year. As I siftthrough the rubble new options seemed really cool,
left behind, I'm finding that I but how could I say goodbye to
need to hold onto these broken something I’ve been working to
pieces of my life,polish them off ward for so long?
a bit and start building my new
I still haven't made it out of

crisis mode. I’ve shifted focus on
being a sports columnist instead
of a reporter, but while directing
these soccer games this season,
I’ve found myself being pulled to
that career.
This has been a huge les
son in patience and trust. Ask
anyone, I’m terrible at waiting.
When I want something, it has
to happen at that very moment.
Clearly, this whole “fife plan"
thing isn’tgoing that way. Slowly
(very slowly), I am learning to
step back and let go. Things will
happen when they happen and
that’s okay. You just have to trust
that the big man upstairs has ev
erything under control, not you.
2. Friendship
Hope College has been a
great place for me to make qual
ity, lasting friendships. Growing
up, I was often bullied and left
sitting at the lunch table by m y 
self. I hardly knew true friend
ship before getting to college.
Being placed in the Dykstra
basement freshmen year was
probably the best thing hous
ing's ever done for me. Come
spring time, I'd had a core group
of friends that, for the most part,
are stillaround.
Through other activities in
the first three years, I’d made
other friends and expanded my
network on campus (#communicationmajor). Some of these
people became my very best

friends and we’d become super
close. Over the past few weeks,
I’ve had the unfortunate experi
ence offallingout of one ofthese
friendships. Sometimes there
are just some fights you can’t
come back from.
It’s really sad to think about
losing someone so close to you,
but Iknow there’s a reason for it.
I couldn't realize it at the time,
but the relationship was toxic up
until the end. I don’t regret the
friendship. What Ican take away
from this is knowing my limits.
I cannot let people use me and
manipulate me anymore.
The good part about this, be
sides the lesson, is that I have so
much more room in my fife for
new people to form relation
ships with. Over the past couple
of months, I’ve met some in
credibly awesome people who
are a constant positive influence
in my fife. I can feel m y outlook
getting better now that I have
these people around me.
People enter your fife for
a reason. That doesn’t mean
they’re meant to stay.
3. W h o I am
Part of m y existential cri
sis going into this semester in
volved m y personal identity.
W h o was I?That's easy, Iwas the
girl who wrote soccer reports
and watched soccer and blogged
about soccer. I was the girl who
loved the beautiful game, but

didn’tcare about anything else.
I’m not saying my love for
the sport is bad. I’ll never lose
that passion. What I’m saying
is, coming to college, I had so
many things that I was passion
ate about that weren’t sports re
lated. I used to be a musician, I
used to paint, I used to read for
fun. I loved learning and using
American Sign Language and
wanted to be an advocate for the
Deaf community. I wanted to
change the world. Then I got to
college.
Somewhere along the way, I
forgot everything from my past.
Itwas ingrained in my head that
college was about new begin
nings, and it is, but that doesn’t
mean you have to let go of ev
erything that made you who you
were. I got too caught up in all
the new and shiny things that I
forgot why Iwas unique and why
I mattered.
Senior year has definitely
been a learning experience for
me. I’ve been taught more les
sons from my everyday experi
ences than I will ever be taught
in the classroom. Maybe that’s
reallywhat college isabout. Sure,
having an education and getting
a job are perks, but growing and
finding out who you are as a per
son outranks those.
Be open to learning and be
willing to change. Remember to
breathe. Everything will be okay.

Royals win World Series in five
A d a m Nottoli
S ports Co-Editor
©A damN ottoli

Sunday, Nov. 1 marked the
end of a season-long journey
that began back in April of this
year. The World Series came
to an end after just five games,
with the Kansas City Royals tak
ing home the coveted World
Series Trophy. The Royals came
into game number five up three
games to one in a series that
started Oct. 27.
The first game of the series
began with the Mets taking the
lead early in the game coming
in on fire after defeating the hot
Chicago Cubs in their previous
series. The Royals rallied late
to tie the game, and ended up
taking the game with Alex Gor
don’s Homerun in the bottom of
the 14th inning. This 14-inning
game marked the longest-ever
opening game of a World Series.
To make the game even more
memorable, or less depending
on your view, Fox Sport’s tele
cast ofthe game was interrupted
in the middle of the fourth in
ning. A rare electrical failure
took out both the primary and
backup generators. However,
the issue was minor and viewers
only missed one at-bat.
In game two, the Mets again
took the lead early on, scoring
their only run in the fourth in-

hit a homerun in the top of the
first to put the home team out
ahead of the Royals. Then, in the
I; *
sixth, Lucas Duda hit a sacrifice
fly ball to allow Granderson in
for his second run of the day.
Harvey was looking strong com
ing into the ninth inning, head
ing for a shutout and a Mets win,
when in the ninth inning, trag
edy struck for the Mets.
m
4 i
Harvey walked Lorenzo Cain,
who then stole second base,
and was driven into home on
P hoto courtesy of K eith A llison via F lickr
a double by Eric Hosmer. N o w
A ROYAL CELEBRATION — The Kansas City Royals cele only up by one run, the Mets
brate a win with each other after a hard-fought baseball game. removed Harvey and put Jeurys
Familia in to pitch. A groundout
ning. This, however, was fol with a couple of early runs, giv allowed Hosmer to get to third,
lowed by huge innings for the ing themselves an early 2-0 lead and a second groundout allowed
Royals, scoring four runs in the against the Royals. But, just as in him to force his way home for
fifth inning and then three more the first two games, the Royals the tying run before the inning
in the eighth, taking the game in were able to rally late with three was over.
a huge 7-1 victory.
runs in the top of the eighth to
This pushed the game into
Game three proved to be the put the game just out of reach of extra innings, which remained
opposite in every way to the first the Mets, winning 5-3. The Mets pretty stagnant for a while un
two games. This time, the Roy were hurt by a couple of errors til the top of the 12th inning. A
als came out with the early lead, on defense, one ofwhich was re myriad of hits, steals and walks
going up 3-2 in the third inning, sponsible for a scoring run in the allowed for five Royals runs
but the Mets would rallylate and eighth.
in the top of the inning, giving
put up their first win of the se
Game five was played in New them a 7-2 lead on the Mets,
ries, crushing the Royals’dream York, and the Mets were look who would have a chance to try
of a World Series sweep. The ing to pitching star Matt Har to tie the game again. But three
Mets put up six more runs, while vey to keep their World Series strikeouts by Royals pitcher
the Royals couldn't manage to dreams alive. The Mets jumped Wade Davis put the World Se
get any more on the board.
to an early lead, which, given the ries to an end and brought the
Game four proved to be too series patterns up to this time win to Kansas City, who were
much like the first two games. could have been taken as a bad claiming their first win since
Again, the Mets came out hot omen, when Curtis Granderson 1985, a drought of 30 years.
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Oh Captain, M y Captain: Ben Gardner

Harrison Blackledge
G uest writer

When you walk into the De
vos Fieldhouse for a basketball
open gym, Ben Gardner is not
the first player to catch your
eye. He barely breaks 6-foot. His
chill and reserved demeanor is
complimented by thinning hair
and bearded scruff. When the
players shoot for teams, he's in
the middle of the pack waiting
for his chance. He is quiet, but
beneath that quietness is a calm
and powerful energy that some
how controls the entire gym.
In 30 minutes, you will be
asking yourself how you missed
him in the first place. He pre
cisely coordinates the offense as
he surveys the entire court. He
takes the ball to the hoop with
a vicious ferocity, constantly
challenging opposing centers
and forwards. He fights for re
bounds, loose balls and steals
with a reckless abandon. He is
everywhere. After watching a
few games you are entranced by
this scrappy guard from Carmel,
Indiana.
Gardner impacted Hope Col
lege the moment he stepped on
campus. After making varsity
as a freshman, he made his way
onto the starting lineup and
never went back. Now, as a se
nior entering his final season,
he has started for four straight
years and been a captain for
three. Gardner is the elected
leader on the men's basketball
team, but for him that is not
just a title. The team buys into
his leadership and truly looks to

him as their captain. When the
waves get choppy and the winds
start blowing, who do the Flying
Dutchmen look to? Their scrap
py guard from Carmel, Indiana.
He has set the bar high for lead
ers of Hope athletics.
Gardner loves Indianapolis
sports. A Pacers flag hangs right
over the front of his bed. An In
dianapolis Colts logo Fathead
commands the entire room and
in the closet are pristine jerseys
of Indianapolis athletes T.Y. Hil
ton and ex-Pacer Roy Hibbert.
When he thinks of leadership
it is no surprise that his first
thought is directed towards his
beloved Colts.
“Growing up in the India
napolis area, I’ve always been a
huge fan of Peyton Manning,”
Gardner said, “he was somebody
who lead the Colts to great suc
cess and was also a leader offthe
fieldwith his children's hospital.”
Manning is renowned for his
playmaking abilities, complete
mastery of entire offenses and
his unrivaled dedication. Gard
ner is a reflection of the NFL
quarterback he grew up watch
ing. During weight-lifting work
outs he weaves in and out of
groups, pushing underclassmen
and upperclassmen alike out of
their comfort zones. When the
team makes their way onto the
gym floor to run sprints, he is
setting the pace. A critical as
pect of leadership that Gardner
epitomizes isleading by example
for others to follow. Greg Mitch
ell,the Head Coach for the Hope
Flying Dutchmen men's basket-

T his W eek In S p o r t s
Wed.

Nov.4

Men’s soccer
MIAA Tournament
at Calvin at 3:30 p.m.

Thurs

Nov. 5

Women’s soccer
M IAA semifinal
vs T B D at 5:30 p.m.

Sat.

Nov. 7

Ice Hockey
vs. Oakland University at 9 p.m.

In B rief

SWIMMING TAKES ON RIVAL
Hope College’s swimming
and diving teams travelled to ri
val Kalamazoo College to open
their M I A A dual meet season
on Sat. The meet brought high
tension and intensity for both
teams. The women’s team took
home a win 157-143, led by wins
from Syndney Asselin (T9) inthe
200- and 500-yard freestyle, Jorgie Watson (16) in the 100 and
200-yard breaststroke, Sarah
Sheridan (16) in 1- and 3-meter
diving and Elizabeth Fris (17)
in the 1,000-yard freestyle. The
men lost a close meet 143-156.
Trevor Billinghurst (16) took
gold in the 50-yard freestyle,
Christian Otteman (17) won the
200-yard backstroke while Seth
DeWitt (19) took the 1,000-yard
freestyle. Jean-Luc Miralda (17)
took first place in both diving
events, breaking his own school
record on the 1-meter board.
The swimming and diving teams
return to action with a home
dual against Olivet College on
Nov. 14.

MIAA
PLAYERS OF THE WEEK
Football
. >,7. Dean DeVries (17)

W

Punter
Diving
Jean Luc Miralda (17)
1-Meter
Women’s soccer
Mallory Beswick (18)
Defender

RUGBY FALLS TO CALVIN
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DISHIN’— Gardner fakes out Calvin’s big man with a crispy
redirect at the basket. Number 23 has a good habit of sharing
the ball with his teammates, averaging 3.1 assists per game
over the 2014-2015 season.
ball team, has gotten to experi ell said after a recent workout,
ence first hand the impact of “and that next-level leadership
is when your best player hap
Gardner's leadership.
“There's going to come a pens to be your hardest worker
point in time where the energy and happens to be your captain.
isn't coming from the bench, it And I think you have that great
see Leading by example ,page 12
is coming from within,” Mitch

The Hope College rugby team
finished their season with with
just one loss, which came at the
hands of the Knights on Friday
night.
Their season featured five
games against a range of oppo
nents from Hillsdale College to
Western Michigan University.
The team won their first four
matches handily, notably beat
ing Oakland University 50-7 and
topping Western 40-23.
This was head coach Patrick
Monahan's third season at Hope,
a comparably short stop in his
long career in the sport.
Club President Tyler Olesh
led the squad in administration
and on the field, assisted by Vice
President Jorge Benitez, secre
taries Seth Held and Jack Wolff
and treasurer Cody Berkobien.

Wom e n' s cross country wins M IAA title, m e n take silver
Four runners earned All-MIAA first-team honors, set sights on Division III regionals
Duncan MacLean
S ports co-editor
@ D uncmac4

Hope College cross coun
try finished off the regular sea
son strong at this weekends
M I A A Championship meet. The
womens team brought enough
firepower to win the meet and
clinch their first conference title
since 2011. On the men’s side,
the Flying Dutchmen finished
second for a fifth consecutive
season, trailing Calvin College
by 35 points.
The Dutch placed all five
members of their scoring team
inside the top 12 finishers. Erin
Herrmann (’17) lead the way,
finishing in second place over
all, 19 seconds behind overall
conference champion Lauren
Strohbehn from Calvin. Avery
Lowe (’19) and Michelle Kerr
(T6) rounded out Hope’s top ten
finishes coming in at eighth and
ninth overall. Emily Hamilton
(’19) demonstrated, along with
Lowe, the future of Dutch run
ning, finishing 11th. Rounding
out the scoring five was Emily
Joosse (T7) just behind Hamil
ton, finishing in 12th place.
Julia Stock (’16) just missed
out on points, finishing one sec
ond behind Joosse, while Ashley
Warner took 18th.
Coach Mark Northuis was
very pleased with his team.
"This is definitely called run-

This is definitely
called running as a
team. That’s what
we needed to do
today....Our depth
really made a differ
ence. Calvin gave us
a great run
—
C ross

M
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orthuis

country head coach

ning as a team. That’s what we
needed to do today," Northuis
said. "We got some new faces
from what we’ve had typically.
A bug hit our team. Our depth
really made a difference. Calvin
gave us a great run. W e were able
to run strong with our depth."
The Dutch finished just five
points ahead of rival Calvin.
Two running Dutch were
given All-MIAA honors: Her
rmann and Lowe claimed spots
on the eight-person first AllM I A A team. Stock, Joosse and
Hamilton all were placed on the
second All-MIAA team.
The men’s team ran to their
fifth consecutive second place
finish in the M I A A Champion
ship meet. Calvin continued to
dominate, placing all seven of
their runners in the top eleven
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TASTING GOLD— T h e w o m e n ’s cross country t e a m has not w o n a title since the 2 0 1 1 s e a 
son. They denied rival Calvin College their fourth consecutive title on Saturday, despite m a n y
m e m b e r s of the t e a m being hit with sickness early In the week.
and securing the 1-3 podium
sweep. In a surprise twist, Jo
seph Beemer (’16) finished first
for Hope, ahead of the team’s
sole national qualifier last year,
Ben Zank (T6). Beemer took
fourth place overall, while Zank
took seventh.
Hope’s upperclassmen con
tinued to put on a show with Ty
ler Brinks (T7) and Julian Mor
rison (’17), taking the next two
scoring spots at 13th and 15th
overall. Not to be outdone by
his older teammates, Benjamin

Pederson (’18), who took home
16th overall and the Dutchmen’s
final scoring position. “The men
ran phenomenal,” Northuis said,
“That was one of our best men's
races of the year.”
Matt Rolain (’18) and Kyle
Anderson (’16) rounded out the
seven-man crew taking 25th and
30th respectively.
The Dutchmen also placed
two runners on the first AllM I A A team: Beemer and Zank.
The junior tag team of Brinks
and Morrison were awarded

second team honors.
Both Hope cross country
teams return to action Saturday
Nov. 14 for the N C A A Division
III regional meet in Terre Houte,
Indiana. Both teams will bring
their M I A A Championship run
ning quad, plus a few alternates
to the meet in Indiana to race for
the chance to represent Hope at
the N C A A Division III Nation
al Championship Invitational
on Nov. 21 at Lake Breeze Golf
Course in Winneconne, Wisconsin.

M e n ’s soccer makes MIAA tourney Leading by example
Nicole Metzler
Co-Editor-in-chief
@ N icole_ja

The Hope College Flying
Dutchmen needed a win or tie
against Olivet College to secure
a spot in the M I A A tournament.
On a rainy Saturday night, their
wishes were granted when Hope
took their opponents 4-1.
Hope will enter the tourna
ment with a 9-9-1 overall rating
and a 6-7-1 conference rating.
They are currently on a threematch win streak.
The first goal of the game
came from Olivet in the 31st
minute. With a berth on the line,
the Hope faithful anxiously bit
their nails and closed their eyes,
unable to take the idea of miss
ing post-season play.
Alex Lindsey (’17) eased the
tension in the air with a shot
between the posts in the 39th
minute. The ball was supplied by
a cross from Jared Wondergem
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(’19). Itwould take him just over Beswick, defenders Toby Blom ♦ JUMP, from page 11
about everyone else.”
a minute to bring the Hope tally and Miguel Ramirez, midfielder
Finally, Gardner embodies a
up to two. The two goals added Michael Johns, and forwards opportunity of achieving the
more
underrated aspect of lead
to his one score earlier in the David Porte and Andreas Slette. potential of the team. Ben is the
ership:
passion. Not just scream
year to bring his season total to Together, these seniors have to kind of kid that fitsthat mold for
ing
and
enthusiasm on the court,
three.
taled 16 goals on the season and sure.”
but
a
passion
for the people that
The second half brought in 43 saves.
Ask Gardner about his ac
he
goes
to
battle
with. It’s not as
more glory for the home side
In their collective Hope ca complishments and he ends up
simple
as
f
i
l
l
i
n
g
out
some math
with a goal from Isaac Braak reers, these seven seniors have justtalkingabout his teammates.
equation
to
figure
out
how to
(’19) in the 67th minute and accumulated 25 goals and 262 He deflects attention away from
motivate
and
inspire
individu
another from Christian Dault saves. The remainder of the him without resentment but
(’19) in the 75th minute. It was team are surely thankful for with grace. Ask his teammates als. People aren’t all just one
Braak’s first goal on the season the service their veteran play about their point guard and they variable 'x' - they are the whole
and Dault’s second.
ers have given them for the past can’t say enough about him. He alphabet. The equation changes
Hope proved to be the domi four seasons.
was second team All-MIAA his every single time.
“A huge part of leadership is
nant team through the 90 min
The M I A A tournament kicks sophomore and junior year. Last
utes. With 26 shots compared off on Wednesday, Nov. 4, with year, he led the Dutchmen in as understanding the personality of
to Olivet’s eight, the Dutchmen a tough battle against Calvin sists (3.1 apg), was third in scor the person you’re dealing with,”
wouldn’tlet up after being down College. The knights are 18-0-1 ing (11.6 ppg) and the third lead Gardner said, “People respond
differently to different kinds of
a goal.
overall and 14-0 in conference ing rebounder (4.1 rpg).
Sam Barthel (’16) recorded play. They are ranked No. 2 in the
Dive deeper into the annals of motivation. Some might be m o 
two saves on the night. Olivet's nation according to the N S C A A
history and another incredible tivated by a good kick in their
keeper claimed six in an effort to Coaches poll, last updated on statistic pops up. Whe n Gard butt verbally or some might be
stop the advancing Dutchmen.
Oct. 27. Ifthere was ever a time ner led the Carmel High School motivated ifyou take them offto
Hope honored seven seniors for a miracle, it would be now. Greyhounds to an Indiana 4A the side privately, not humiliat
as part of Senior Night: Goal Stranger things have happened championship in 2012, he broke ing them in front of everyone
keepers Sam Barthel and Ethan in the sports world.
the record for most points else.”
During the open gym, Gard
The rivalry matchup will take scored in a championship game
ner
converts this preaching into
place at Calvin at 3 p.m. No. 2 with 31 points. The previous re
practice.
He turns to his team
seed in the tournament Kalama cord holder was Greg Oden who
and
barks
out to them that they
zoo College will host Alma Col went to Ohio State and later the
needed
a
stop on defense. He
lege at 7 p.m. afterwards. The NBA. It is easy for great athletes
called
out
his
teammate for not
winners of the tournament will to lead by example, but it is a
rebounding
but
took aside a
earn an automatic bid into the completely different challenge
freshman
guard
to
explain how
N C A A Championship Tourna to lead with humility. Chad
ment, starting later this month.
Carlson, a junior point guard, to better come off a ball screen.
After a shaky rough start has been under Gardner's tute He is a master at knowing how
to the season and a five-game lage since arriving on campus. to motivate a person individu
losing streak mid-season, the It didn’t take him long to recog ally.
With the basketball season
Dutchmen have proven resilient nize the humility in his captain.
0006'ZZf6f IW ‘unvtioh
just
around the corner and prac
with their ability to fight back
“The kid’s just humble,” Carl
0006 xog Od
and win the important games. son said, “Whenever you try and tices starting up, Gardner isget
J-SHJ-n 3 ih
No matter what happens on talk with him about it, he just ting ready to leave everything
UOHDNy
Wednesday, Hope has a lot to be shuts the conversation down out on the court one last time
3031103 3d°H
proud of.
because it’s not about him; it's this season.

